The BOSSnet
software suite is
a powerful tool to
assist hospital staff
to improve patient
outcomes through
its innovative,
flexible and powerful
Electronic Medical
Record (EMR).

BOSSnet Imaging provides electronic delivery and
viewing of image data and reports to your referrers
simply, securely and swiftly.
BOSSnet Imaging offers an intuitive
user interface that requires no training
and minimal ongoing customer support
from your organisation. It incorporates
proprietary image compression and
streaming technology to provide the
ultimate in rapid and secure electronic
delivery of images over the internet
enabling access from home, secondary
workplaces or mobile devices.

BOSSnet Imaging does not require the
use of any particular patient management
software suite. It provides a uniform
quality of service which enables GPs
and Specialists to have convenient
and highly efficient access to their
patient’s results and images from
within the familiarity of their chosen
patient management software.

Key features of BOSSnet Imaging
SIMPLE

INTEGRATES

Professional look and feel
for your referrers without
overwhelming complexity.

Proprietary technology allows
direct access from within all patient
management software such as Medical
Director, Best Practice, Medtech32,
Locum, Medical Spectrum and Genie.

SPEED

Unmatched speed in the display
of lossless quality image for low
bandwidth environments.

24/7 ACCESS

VIEWING TOOLS

Manipulation tools such as pan/zoom,
brightness/contrast, single/multiframe display, invert, rotate and cine.

Using internet connectivity, clinicians
are able to remotely review studies and
reports from outside the surgery 24/7.

SIMULTANEOUS DISPLAY

SECURE

Patient privacy is maintained with
strict security protocols, allowing
the clinician access to only relevant
studies. Clinicians can discretionally
share study access to allow specialist
opinion or further review.

MOBILE

Pocket-PACS access to reports and
images at the bedside, at a secondary
place of work, or simply out-of-office.

Diagnostic reports and images
displayed simultaneously.

Leading edge technology
The BOSSnet software suite is built
on leading edge technology providing
a highly adaptable platform, loaded
with inbuilt and user generated
functionality to maximise data capture,
interoperability and usability.
As well as the traditional capabilities
of a fully functional EMR, BOSSnet
Imaging provides numerous unique
tools to deliver real advantages for
client usability and effectiveness.

Proprietary image compression and
streaming technology to provide
the ultimate in rapid and secure
electronic delivery of images.
Reports and images are simultaneously
displayed in split-pane allowing the
report to contain citation to readily
identified image of interest.
Manipulation tools such as pan,
zoom, brightness, contrast, single or
multi-frame display, invert or rotate.

Incorporates Core Medical Solution’s
HL7/PIT/XML, DICOM BOSSnet
Messaging application to economically
accommodate your securely
encrypted messaging needs.
Administrative tools allow for ongoing
analysis of referral patterns and specific
details of BOSSnet Imaging use.
Display and entire study as thumbnails
to give the referrer absolute control
and flexibility. Referrers can view
as much of as little lossless detail
they wish in the timeliest manner.

For more information and client case studies, please visit coremedicalsolutions.com

Popular BOSSnet Modules
As BOSSnet is fully flexible and adaptable, these and other modules can be used
as standalone applications or part of a complete EMR solution.
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Contact us on +61 8 8332 9600
today to discuss your hospital health information management needs or for a comprehensive
demonstration of the power of the BOSSnet software suite.
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